
Wednesday, January 12, 2022 
 
Thank you Graham, Havaa’s dad, for this interesting and informative essay on choosing a bona fide mask for 
young children (toddler, preschool). 
 
I did a deep dive on high-filtration masks for children last Monday and I wanted to share the results of my 
research. Since I do substantial amounts of research on diverse subjects for my work on a regular basis, I think 
this is credible. But I always cite to my sources so people know it's not just my opinion I'm throwing around.  
 
Here's the scoop 
 
The reason we can't find N95 masks for children is because the N95 certification is regulated by NIOSH 
(National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health). Because no children have occupations, there is no 
standard for the application of NIOSH certifications to child-sized masks (or anything else, likely). 
Consequently, we have no NIOSH-approved N95 masks for children. The US is missing a high-filtration 
certification for children, so it's kind of the Wild West out there.  
 
Certification Standards 
 
That said, there are a number of other global standards that are on par with the N95 filtration standard (link: 
3M comparison of respirator classes), and can more or less be considered equivalents for N95s, assuming you 
can confirm that the masks are meeting those certification standards instead of just printing the letters and 
numbers on their packaging. For instance, most people are familiar with the KN95 standard, which is China's 
certification. South Korea has created the KF94 standard, and the European Union has the FFP2 standard. All 
these are roughly equivalent.  
 
But it's not sufficient merely to find any combination of these letters and numbers--and especially not 
something that is merely similar to those letters and numbers--because there has been an explosion of 
counterfeit mask production in the last year (link: New York Times, "Counterfeit Covid Masks Are Still Sold 
Everywhere, Despite Misleading Claims"). This isn't particularly surprising given what we know about how 
humans often act when money is involved. But it makes our job a lot harder when it comes to sorting out how 
to care for ourselves and our children.  
 
The biggest problem seems to be that there are limited resources for enforcing claims by manufacturers that 
their masks meet the certification standards. While the FDA has a list of companies and products that do not 
meet the NIOSH standards or have had their authorizations to use the NIOSH label revoked, they cannot keep 
up with the tide of products coming in from overseas or being sold in the US. South Korea (KF94) and the EU 
(FFP2) seem to be stricter with their enforcement and penalties for false claims of mask filtration certification, 
so manufacturer use of those standards on their product seems to be more reliable.  
 
A quick side note on the M95c masks from Lutema: M95c is a standard invented by the company for the 
purposes of making the masks appear similar to the N95 standard masks. To the best of my knowledge, there 
has been no independent verification of the filtration standards of the Lutema masks, and the explanation of 
that "standard" is merely advertising language.  
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Finding Good Masks for Small Faces (Like Kids) 
 
Because the filtration standards propagated by other countries (like China, South Korea and the EU) are not 
limited by occupational application (like NIOSH is here), there exist children's size options in those standards. 
There is still a lot of filtering to do, but by using the FDA revocation list (above) to search and ensure that a 
proposed manufacturer is not on the list, and by generally staying off Amazon (which is by far the largest 
clearing house for counterfeit and non-certified masks currently being sold in the US), I think we can make a 
pretty good approach to finding good masks for children.  
 
One solid choice is a KF94 mask by a company called Dr. Puri. They only have one certified website for the sale 
of their products, and have warned that many listings for their masks on Amazon are counterfeit. Their small 
size KF94 masks may fit some children, but their children's masks are only KF80 to make them more 
breathable. So if you end up looking at Dr. Puri masks with dinosaurs on them, you've bumped down to a 
lower filtration standard.  
 
Another reputable source for child-size high-filtration masks is Powecom, sold through Bona Fide Masks in the 
US and Canada. They sell children's size KN95 masks in small or large quantities, and they seem to live up to 
their claims of meeting the 95% filtration standard.  
 

[If you really want to go down the rabbit hole, there is a gentleman in Minneapolis named 
Aaron Collins who has been testing the heck out of masks very rigorously and live-streaming it 
on YouTube and publishing his results on Google Docs. He specifically put together a 
spreadsheet just on the reliability of children's masks, which is here.] 
 
I think that's about it. At the end of the day, obviously any mask is better than no mask. But when we're 
looking for the closest thing we can find to certainty, it's useful to do what we can to find reputable 
manufacturers and vendors, and not to order through Amazon. The Aaron Collins spreadsheet links to non-
Amazon sources for the masks he has listed, and that's probably a good way to go.  
 
 
 

https://kmact.com/collections/km-medical-supplies/products/dr-puri-kf94-mask-for-adult
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